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Peters/Floum Clan continues to ban and censor at 911blogger.com 

Submitted by ewing2001 on Fri, 2007-01-19 05:16. 9/11 truth  

Peters/Floum Clan continues to ban and censor at 911blogger.com 
by 911bloglines.com 
January 18, 2007 
shoutwire.com 

 

(Sorry, 72.225.2xx.xx has been banned, Report at 911blogger.com January 18th, 2007) 

(see also 9/11 Blogger Watch 01/16) 

 

Comment: Posting photos of myself, 
and my real name along with my address 
below is an example of rather overt 
intimidation. 



Yesterday night, Roger Peters aka dz aka dazinith and his co-admin George Washington 
aka Dane Alexander Floum continued to censor and ban a mini promotion tour of some 
supporters of 911bloglines.com at 911blogger.com. 

Attorney Alexander Floum is a well known suspicious entity in this 9/11 Truthling 
Movement and at one point was associated with Los Alamos - and U.S. Department of 
Energy clients via his old lawyer company. 
He also helped brokering the diversion at Scholars for 9/11 Truth. 
See also What has happened to Scholars for 9/11 Truth? and alex floum (tag).  

So who is Roger Peters aka dz, who claims, he's so "open minded", while he continues to 
ban even anonymous members at 911blogger.com, banning IPs and even anonymizers, 
while allowing at the same time other anonymous members to trash veteran 9/11 
researchers and continue to cover up evidence on 9/11 tv fakery, the use of ExoW on the 
morning of 9/11 and the Orwellian Infiltration of StarWars contributors at the top of this 
movement cult (Bowman, ProfJones and Jim Hoffman, prior 9/11!)? 

Peters aka dz aka dazinith (handle at democraticunderground.com and other portals, 
where he used to post) is apparently 27 years old and came from marietta, ga.  

Peters started 911blogger.com 2, 3 years ago and rumour has it, that Floum was helping 
out with startup bucks. 

He furthermore used an obscure T-Shirt Company as one of his first sponsors. 

Obviously obsessed with hip hop attitude, Rogers used the T-shirt company 
spreadshirt.com from leipzig (east germany) which is also directly linked to a cooling 
company from Pennsylvannia named IceQube (Cooling Systems) yet another hiphop 
code for Ice Cube from formerly Public Enemy (Fear of a black planet). 

Both spreadshirt.com and Ice Qube Inc. was residing at 911 South Main Street, 
Greensburg. 
An odd numerology which could be also linked to South Tower, 9/11, CGI and a short 
distance to Shanksville. 
Oddly Spreadshirt Inc. also have some offices in Utrecht, home of one of the last bigger 
9/11 truth conferences. 

Only 2 years after spreadshirt was funded with the money of one ex-SIEMENS employee 
(Siemens is also a weapon contractor), they had their offices worldwide, but why did 
Peters have the same address? 
Was it just a franchise address or more? 

Spreadshirt 
Spreadshirt, Inc. 
911 South Main Street 

Comment: The IP address listed above 
was banned for spamming our website 
with 10+ duplicate comments in the same 
thread – each with 5-10+ flash embedded 
‘widgets’. This large number of scripts 
and widgets caused popup error windows 
to occur due to conflicts in the scripts and 
the number of which were duplicates.  
 
This IP was banned for spam and abuse 
of the system, not to ‘censor’. I would 
argue that the intentional abuse of the 
system was with the intention of having 
the IP address blocked so as to facilitate 
the cat calls of “censorship”.  
 
George Washington had nothing to do 
with this moderation as his involvement 
with our website is purely as a content 
creator, and not as a moderator of any 
comments or postings. 

Comment: Nico also states ‘of some 
supporters’ to suggest that the postings 
were by multiple people, but shows above 
that he is the one receiving the IP address 
ban warning – all of the spam attacks 
were from this IP. 

Comment: Banning of IP addresses is 
done only to those who abuse the system 
through spamming or intentional attack 
scripts. Anyone who checks our 
comments section will see that we do not 
censor for opinions – only for abuse of 
the system.  

Comment: Note that while throwing 
accusations of “censoring” he then turns 
to suggest that others should in turn be 
censored. 

Comment:  911blogger.com has been 
funded entirely out of my pocket since 
day one. The only other form of support 
has come from google ads which we 
added 3 months ago, these funds are now 
used to help pay our server bills. 

Comment: The word ‘sponsors’ 
suggests that I have received monetary 
funding through this company. I have 
never received a single penny from these 
t-shirts. 

Comment: Spreadshirt.com was chosen 
because they support printing on multi 
colored shirts (unlike cafepress.com).  
 
How their location, ties to a cooling 
system, or the rapper Ice Cube fit into 
anything to do with me is unknown. This 
is just one example of ewing2001’s use of 
1,000,000 degrees of separation in an 
attempt to somehow undermine me – 
albeit I don’t know how.  
 
I do like hip-hop FYI. 

Comment: What is meant by ‘same 
address’ is not obvious, nor is how their 
address bares any reflection upon me. 



Greensburg, PA 15601-4140 
http://www.spreadshirt.com 

Let's skip that coincidence, which might be meaningless. 

 

dz aka Roger Peters is also graphic designer and started to work with his skills in 
Marietta, GA. 
He also was at the 9/11 Spooker Conference in LA, last year. 

Marietta, GA is home for Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU), Chattahoochee 
Technical College and Life University and just some blocks away from a Lockheed-
Martin manufacturing plant. 

 

Interestingly SPSU is also linked to SIEMENS. 

In 2002, German engineering giant Siemens has hastily abandoned plans to register the 
trademark "Zyklon", the same name as the Zyklon B poison gas used in Nazi 
extermination camps, BBC News Online has learnt. 

Not that it matters, but Marietta was also home for mindOped victims JonBenet Ramsey 
and Patsy Ramsey which are buried there. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marietta,_Georgia. 

 

Comment: The majority of the 
‘coincidences’ (or outright invention) in 
this article are 100% meaningless – and 
typically completely incorrect or 
inaccurate. 

Comment: Nico seems to imply that I 
am a graphic designer by profession – 
this is not correct. I have done graphics 
design for years as a hobby, but not as a 
career. 

Comment: I have never been to 
California, nor have I ever attended a 
conference in L.A. 

Comment: How this has anything to do 
with me is again not obvious. Any such 
statement could be made regarding any 
university in the country. 



Peters is a multiple geek, together with his wife, which he reveals here at hiptop.com: 
"...my woman has an SK2, and looking at her listing of apps and games is incredibly 
frustrating.. i dont think anyone remembers how many apps/games there actually were on 
the SK2 - there were a ton..." 

However Peters' mindset is obviously damaged with too many shooters. At one point he 
reveals with his other handle dazinith, that he's a big DOOM fan, once again not 
necessarily a bad thing. 

 

Rogers aka dz is also a X-BOX game designer: 

"...i made a couple for the upcoming Xbox360 game saints row.." (Aug 02, 2006) 

Probably that's the reason, why his brain starts to melt, because dz is one of the most 
rabid planehuggers in this movement and does believe in butter buildings and 
"butterplanes". 

Peters know how simple CGIs work, but obviously depends on an artificial ego, helped 
out by intellectual property specialist Alexander Floum aka GeorgeWashington(blog), 
who's helping him to ban, censor and writing drivel not only against the evidence on 9/11 
TV Fakery but also the facts on existing exotic weaponry, which point clearly on the use 
of most of them on 9/11 (incl. Direct Energy Types, Anti-Matter and possibly many 
others as well). 

Peters is possibly not a spook, just a rabid 9/11 Truthling, but he also lied at several 
occasions and continued to censor blogs at 911blogger.com, even bans anonymizers. 

He's an Orwellian Cyber Fascist, who has not much in common with any traditional 
definition of the word "truth" which was stolen by the most brainwashed truthlings. 

Peters aka dz, also active at digg is possibly not making enough money with his X-BOX 
graphics and therefore stabilizes his ego with the help of a news portal which controls 
their own version of "truth" and allows convenient spooks or spook assets like John 
Albanese to spread their propaganda and threats against other 9/11 researchers. 

Comment: Yes, I do have a sidekick 
phone. More pointless and irrelevant 
musings. 

Comment: Yes, I have played video 
games, mostly puzzle games though. As 
of right now I have not touched my 
XBOX in over 3 weeks. 

Comment: I am not an “X-BOX game 
designer”. Simply reading the link 
provided shows that I made a skin for my 
phone which was for an XBOX game. 
There is no such ‘game designing’ 
required to create an image and put it on 
your phone 

Comment: I very rarely comment on 
any personal opinions in the movement, 
and most assuredly have not been overt in 
expressing any opinions on this subject. 

Comment: As stated above, GW has 
never played a role as a moderator of the 
site, only as a content creator. 

Comment: No web anonymizers have 
been intentionally banned. Any which are 
banned are as a result of abuse of the 
system from IP addresses which they use. 
It would make sense however that many 
attacks on our system would come from 
such anonymizers. 

Comment: I do not do any graphics 
work for money, it is a hobby which I 
rarely engage in lately, nothing more. 
 
Nico also seems to imply that I somehow 
make money through running the 
website, which is completely incorrect – I 
have never profited from running 
911blogger, in fact I have spent a 
reasonable amount of money in running 
it.  

Comment: Is  the posting of someone’s 
picture, real name, and address are not 
forms of intimidation or threats? I have 
engaged in none of this. 

Comment: I am not responsible for the 
comments posted to the site. I ‘allow’ all 
comments, except for those which are 
intentionally abusive to the site such as 
spam bots, or comment flooding. The 
usage of ‘allow’ is intentionally 
misleading as to suggest that I somehow 
am actively involved in the process of 
posting comments. 



"Butterhead" dz (cartoon language!) is also a veteran leftgatekeeper, once active at 
George Soros-Front GNN, where he possibly met "Reprehensor", one of his other 
"moderators" at 911blogger.com.  

He also posted once at libertyforum 

Peters claims he hasn't much money, which might be true, but at one point lived in an 
expensive "hotel", which was also listed in some real estate portals. 

 

http://www.oakwood.com/corporate-apartments/furnished/US/LA/Baton-
Rouge/prop243.html  

8008 Blue Bonnet Boulevard | Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70810 | 877.969.5142 

Studio Prices Not Available 
1 Bedroom $81.00 - $88.00 
2 Bedroom $92.00 - $101.00 

Peters confirmed these facts in 2006 and could also explain away his association with 
spreadshirt.com. 

 

(Photo: GeorgeWashington aka Attorney Floum. 

http://www.transformingpractices.com/mo/mo20flo.html "...During one conversation, he 

told me that he was a Christian. In response, I told him that I, too, am spiritual....") 

However his close teamwork with spiritual geek Floum is more than just controversial. 

And again, the same address of this t-shirt company at this real estate address is a bit 
obscure. 

Comment: Nico’s use of the word 
‘active’ is inaccurate in that there is only 
one comment I have ever posted on 
GNN, and that I have never posted 
anything more that I recall. This does not 
fit the definition of ‘active’.  A quick 
check of my profile there will show this 
quite clearly. 

Comment: I have never ‘lived in a 
hotel’. I have stayed at hotels though, no 
more than 3 days at most – and very very 
infrequently – I would guess a majority of 
Americans have as well. 

Comment: The link provided is to an 
apartment complex, not a hotel, where the 
contention that this was a hotel comes 
from I do not know. 

Comment: I am not sure where I have 
ever claimed not to have much money – 
obviously I could use more like anyone 
else. 

Comment: I wish an apartment cost 
$100 a month! These numbers are totally 
inaccurate. 

Comment: There is no need to ‘explain 
away’ any ‘association’ with spreadshirt. 
They are a shirt maker used by millions, 
much like cafepress, and that is the only 
‘association’ I have ever had with this 
company. 

Comment: I have never confirmed that 
I lived in a hotel – in fact I stated the 
exact opposite.  



It is also linked to a martial art company. 
http://martialartstv.com/corporate/legal/clothing-legal.pdf 

"...Your contract partner for all orders made through this online offer 
is Spreadshirt GmbH, represented by the managing directors Lukasz 
Gadowski, Matthias C. Spiess and Michael Petersen, Karl-Heine-Strasse 
97, D-04229 Leipzig, and from here forth referred to as "Spreadshirt"..." 

How and when did Spreadshirt get started? 
Co-founder "Rodney" aka Matthias Spiess explains at t-shirtforums.com: 

"....I started spreadshirt while enrolled at business school. This was late 2001. 

I did project work in different areas, for example I was project manager for Siemens at an 
IT project which made me very proud. 

... So, with no money I put together a first prototype of spreadshirt in May 2001..." 

Which was only a few weeks before 9/11. 

"...Lukasz Gadowski is the founder and CEO of SpreadShirt, Inc. Spreadshirt is a t-shirt 
fulfillment company that allows individuals and companies to open an online storefront 
selling t-shirts, hats, and other custom printed items with no upfront costs..." 

It might be just logical, that Peters just met spreadshirt by coincidence by googling some 
sponsors, but the oddities of this company without any clear start budget remain: 

 

USA: 
Spreadshirt Inc. 
911 South Main Street 
Greensburg, PA 15601-4140 

That's also "dz"'s T-shirt contact. 

Now check the address again.... 

Spreadshirt 
Spreadshirt, Inc. 
911 South Main Street (Insider Joke address refering to the "CGI hit" on South Tower?) 
Greensburg, PA 15601-4140 
http://www.spreadshirt.com 

now the reverse check: 



http://geobay.com/894ebe (tiny for www.reedlink.com...) 
Ice Qube Inc. 911 South Main Street, Greensburg PA US 15601 Tel: +888 867 8234 
FAX: +724 837 3386 

888 867 8234 FAX: +724 837 3386 

Hazardous Duty Enclosure Air Conditioners - Ice Qube Cooling SystemsFeatures:, 
Contact Ice Qube @ 888-867-8234 for more information, or email us with your 
questions. - UL Listed and Entela Certified ... 
www.iceqube.com/hd.asp - 32k 

But there is no further background info on Ice Qube Inc at all. 

Who is this company and why did they share a telephone number with spreadshirt? 

 

2006 Ice Qube Inc, Enclosure Cooling Systems 
141 Wilson Ave, Greensburg, PA 15601 
Phone-888.867.8234 

dead end 

reverse of 141 Wilson Ave, Greensburg, PA 15601 

links also to 

Westmoreland Dist Co Inc 
141 Wilson Ave 
Greensburg, PA 15601 

Is this another inside joke? That's only a few airmiles away from Shanksville. 

Peters claimed in 2006, his "connection" with Spreadshirt Inc. was just coincidental, but 
obviously clear enough to run their earliest franchise from a hotel. 

Comment: No, it is called 1,000,000 
degrees of separation.  

Comment: The assertion is made here 
that using a t-shirt website like millions 
of other people somehow makes a 
‘connection’. It would be equally as 
absurd to suggest that having a google 
search, or using blogger.com, suggests 
some sort of insidious ‘connection’. 



 

Fast Forward: 

Here is the real inspiration of dz's handle, coming right out of the Orwellian Satire 
"Brazil", which was inspired by 1984: 

"...When Sam Lowery first gets into Jill's cab, he says that he is 
number is D Zed stroke 105 (DZ/105) when in actuality his number is D 
Zed Stroke 015 (DZ/015)..." 

 

Comment: This is a complete invention 
by Nico with no support other than his 
making the statement.  
 
Dazinith is a web moniker which I came 
up with in 1996 while watching a 
‘Zenith’ brand television. 
 
On a side note, at the end of ‘Zoolander’ 
all of the children are wearing shirts 
which state ‘DZ’ (for Derik Zoolander), 
you could have suggested that is where it 
came from as well – both would be 
equally incorrect and unsupported 
assertions. 



But our dz aka Roger Peters is far away from being a satiricon or computer number 
"mistake". 
He's a BS artist from the worst and misleading daily 10.000 visitors at 911blogger.com 

Peters aka dz will continue to do what 1984-Orwellians love: CENSORSHIP, 
DOUBLESPEAK and DOUBLETHINK! 

And he will allow more postings like the once below from a brainwashed anonymous 
truthling, which once wasn't moderated at all and not ranked down: 

Anonymous wrote (late 2006 on 911blogger.com): 
"..You're so full of shit it's not even funny. Stop pretending to be someone you're not. 
You know you bumped this topic so you could further spread your no plane BS, since it's 
the only way you can on this website, thanks to dz's recent decision to monitor user 
blogs. 

DZ, ban these idiots once and for all. Delete CB's account for spamming and spreading 
lies if he continues to do so. 

If others continue to spam this website with their lies you should delete all posts having 
to do anything with their debunked nonsense about no planes at the wtc..." 

This anonymous' remark was also supported by regulars of 911blogger.com, i.e. Dem 
Bruce Styles, Jonathan Gold or casseia. 

Lately 911blogger.com also desperately try to keep postings under control which posted 
about evidence on exoW on 9/11 by allowing brain fart blogs like "FALSE FLAG 
NEWS' DL Abrahamson exposes 9/11 "SPACE BEAM" disinformation being promoted 
at 911Blogger.com", which for sure was a hangout attempt in itself. 

Another 9/11 truthling: 
"...Don't contribute to 911Blogger until dz bans the disinformation spam artists who are 
making a mockery out of all 911 research..." 

Needless to say, neither 911blogger.com, Floum, Peters or any of the Orwellian Fascists, 
who run this movement did any single 9/11 research by themselves: David Ray Griffin 
(multiple plagiarist and cultist, also in China), Steven E Jones (betraying the U.S. in 1989 
by blocking a free energy project, developer of exotic weaponry for Los Alamos etc...), 
Bob Bowman and others. 

Comment: Again misleading that I am 
somehow actively involved in what is 
posted in the comments section. 

Comment: Note again that in his 
complaints of “censorship” he in turn 
calls for censorship of others. The reality 
is that I do not censor any comments 
posted except for those which are 
considered abuses of the system. Any 
statements made on the site are not made 
by me, nor approved by me.  
 
Picking a comment on the site and then 
suggesting that it is somehow reflective 
upon me is disingenuous and is a 
subversive suggestion that we should 
moderate against anything which we do 
not agree with otherwise it will be 
attributed to having been ‘allowed’ by us. 

Comment: We do handle the 
publishing of blog entries, however it has 
not always been this way. It became this 
way only after abuses of the system 
through flooding the site with duplicate 
posts, etc. At this point we do not 
facilitate the site to be used as nothing 
more than a place to argue all day. We 
typically would like for our blog entires 
to be focused on activism or news – not 
never-ending infighting – and as such 
some blog entries focused specifically on 
facilitating such arguments have not been 
posted.  

Comment: The suggestion that 
911blogger ‘runs this movement’ is a 
fallacy. We run a website focused on 9/11 
just like hundreds of others do. The fact 
that our website has gained some level of 
popularity is merely the result of 
individuals visiting our website of their 
own volition. 



 

Expect worse. 
OSS/Tavistock front Urantia who runs major parts of the 9/11 Truthling Movement, has 
also an office in Arizona, home of the next big 9/11 Spook Conference. 
Also recently NEXUS Magazine editor Michael W. Mandeville (Arizona!) contributed 
with a big article about the lies of this movement, which is oppressing major evidence 
and allied with FOX TV, CNN and Vivendi for spreading their planehugger lies.  

(NEXUS is an australian front for Jimmy Carter's mindOP cult disclosureproject, a UFO 
'fanclub', once supported by Government Spooks like ex-CIA and PNAC member James 
Woolsey) 

Kent Knudson, 911cd@cox.net, www.911truthAZ.org should be warned, but maybe it's 
some yelling into the truthling forrest anyway... 

http://www.urantia.org.au/anzura/study.htm 
Urantia Brotherhood Association of Arizona 

President: Judyth Shamosh (Pro Tem) 
Vice President: Mark Hopkins (Pro Tem) 
Treasurer: Steven Maddocks (Pro Tem) 
Secretary: Aaron Rutan (Pro Tem) 

SouthPark had it right. 
This movement *is* run by the U.S. Government, always right at the TOP, with ex-U.S. 
Gov Interpreter Fred Burks (yet another UFO Geek!) as one of the latest careerists on the 
9/11 Truthling Ladder (see 911researchers.com). 

see also 911blogger.com/"GeorgeWashington" outed as a front for Professor Steven E. 
Jones  

A Urantia, 9/11Truth.org & CIA Mind Control Technology Development Timeline 

(PS: Please use the forums at 911researchers.com, since the comment section *here* is 
still disabled for logistical reasons, thx :) 

ADDENDUM 

The 911truth.org Byron Belitsos/Urantia/Bechtel/One World Order ties 

Comment: Ironic that someone shouts 
“censorship” from a site which doesn’t 
even allow comments. 



http://questionsquestions.net/docs04/belitsos-urantia.html 

http://www.urantiabook.org/newbook/ppr134_6.html 

Belitsos has made his 9/11-related activities into a channel for his world government 
ideology. The following is an excerpt from a review of the recent "9/11 Convergence" 
conference in California: 

The first speaker was Byron Belitsos, whose Origin Press published *Inside Job*. His 
vision is "planetary democracy", also referred to as World Federalism. He would like to 
replace the United Nations with a World Parliament, which would "rule the world 
democratically"... 

9/11 Convergence: a Report and Commentary by Joseph Kerrick 
http://www.questionsquestions.net/docs04/kerrick-911convergence.html 

Belitsos collaborated with Jim Garrison in presenting the 911 Convergence conference. 
Garrison is the co-founder with Mikhail Gorbachev of the State of the World Forum, 
which promotes world government, new age religions, and population reduction. 
Garrison and Gorbachev are both friends and colleages with George Schultz, which is 
rather interesting given that Garrison is pitching his views as the antithesis or solution to 
current US foreign policy. Schultz himself played a key role in installing into the Bush 
Administration the so-called "vulcans" (including Condoleeza Rice, Paul Wolfowitz, et 
al) who have been at the forefront of this "unilateralist" policymaking! Garrison also once 
held a position at the Esalen Institute, which has extensive connections to US 
psychological warfare & mind control operations. Note also that Gorbachev is close to 
George Soros. A brief Garrison bio: 

Jim Garrison cofounded the State of the World Forum in 1995 with Mikhail Gorbachev. 
The Forum is a San Francisco-based non-profit institution created to establish a global 
network of leaders dedicated to those principles, values, and actions necessary to guide 
humanity toward a more sustainable global civilization. With President Gorbachev as its 
Convening Chairman and Jim Garrison as its President, the Forum has brought together 
leaders from around the world to its annual and regional convenings to deliberate upon 
and take action concerning issues of global concern. Jim's most recent focus, and that of 
the Forum, has been the Integral Governance Initiative, dedicated to establishing global 
issue networks to solve global problems. 

Garrison became active in foreign policy issues, particularly with Soviet-American 
relations, in the mid-1970s. From 1986 to 1990, he served as Executive Director of the 
Esalen Institute Soviet American Exchange Program, which engaged in nongovernmental 
diplomacy with Soviet counterparts in a variety of sectors. In 1991, he founded the 
International Foreign Policy Association in collaboration with Georgian President 
Edward Shevardnadze and former Secretary of State George Schultz, focusing on 
providing humanitarian relief for children in the former Soviet republics. 


